When roads at Bates college, Lewiston, Me., want to go skiing, they do it the easy way by hitching Old Dobbin to the sleigh. Special weekends at nearby resort hotels have made skiing a high ranking sport.

Real pine trees, a soft-drink saloon and whiskers to spare topped the annual Paul Bunyan Ball at Michigan State College. Left to right: Carter, Paul and Warner Simons bask in the reflected glory of Harvey "Hoo" Gibson, winner of the best dressed and title, and his unidentified date.

Old Oscar the Skeleton, who has been doing duty in the biology department of Marietta college for 25 years, was promoted a few weeks ago to the role of artists' model. Here Janet Lou Ormsby does a "skeleton sketch."

Transylvania college's first foreign exchange student, Bodil Borgersen of Norway, was greeted by members of the student body when she arrived on the Lexington, Ky., campus. Her tuition was waived by the college, and other expenses are being paid by students.